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PROJECT COMPONENTS:

I. Peacebuilding Context and Rationale for PBF support

a) Peacebuilding context:
Kyrgyzstan became independentin 1991 after the fall of the Soviet Union.It is home to many
different ethnic andtribal groups that co-exist as it borders with China, Kazakhstan, Tajikistan and
Uzbekistan. Mostof its population lives in rural areas (66%) while a third lives in urban areas (34%).
Kyrgyzstan has a young, rapidly expanding population with around 47,5 % ofthe populationis under
the age of 25 (2016). In 2010,first the North and then the South was marked with violent conflict that
caused 500 deaths, almost 2,000 seriously injured, and some 400,000 displaced, with youth playing a
major role. While a high number ofyoung people in a society does not necessarily cause violence, if
combined to other factors such as unemployment, marginalisation andpolitical exclusion ofparts of
the society, criminal and extremist activities, it can bring about instability and conflict.*

Somefactors are structural such as occupational segregation in the labour market between women
and men, a patriarchal society, socio-economic inequalities with high levels of rural poverty and
insufficient domestic jobs for working-age people. In addition, the Kyrgyzstani education system
struggles to include all minority groups. With a North/ South geographical divide, the Uzbek/
Kyrgyzstani distrust is particularly present in Southern oblasts, prompted by rural economic poverty
which led to waves of migration towardscities. Alienation ofthe new groups causedpoliticians and
extremist groups to take advantage of new comers which reinforced tensions between communities
and religious groups. Youth particularly in rural areas, have fewer employment opportunities, may
lack access to appropriate training or education which also makes them more vulnerable to these
groups.

Ethnic tensions are exacerbated by language differences with the requirement of Kyrgyz or Russian
language proficiency as State and Official languages for entry into university or for entry into state
jobs. While linguistic integrationis likely to be the long-term goal ofthis policy, the short-term result
is exclusion of ethnic minorities in higher education or into accessing state jobs. At the sametime,
situational analysis show that some ethnic minorities deny education ofgirls based on genderroles.

Young people expressed feelings of being excluded from political, economic and social processes, a
lack of trust in law enforcement and the legal system,dissatisfaction with the quality of public

services and “decision making processesat local, family and even the individual level’”.* After the
regime change in 2010, the government made commendableefforts to develop youth policies (by for
instance creating a Ministry ofYouth Affairs or creating specific legislation for youth), these
initiatives however didn’t fulfil their ambition as they struggled to include the marginalised,
uneducated or unemployed youth populations (mostly from rural areas). Currently education is
providedin official and state languages (approximately 50 out of 2,200 schools taught in Uzbek).
Therefore, there are limited chances for intercultural contact between Uzbeks and Kyrgyz,increasing
perceptions of distrust and fear of “the other’.

Asa result of a patriarchal society and economiclimitations for women, womenandgirls are

particularly affected with nearly 1 in 10 girls are married before the age of 18 in Kyrgyzstan. A
large proportion of early marriages in the country happen asa result of bride kidnapping, according to
the United Nations Population Fund (2014). Despite, the government’s attempt to addressthis
throughlegislation, it takes time to change social attitudes that may be consideredastraditions for
many communities. At the same time the latest research conducted by FTI show that community
memberstry to simulate that they are agree with the laws which prohibit “early marriage” but de-
facto they do not want to change behavior.

 

3 Mercy Corps & FTI. 2016. “Vulnerable to Manipulation: Interviews with Migrant Youth and Youth
Remittance-Recipients in Kyrgyzstan.”
“ Saferworld, Nobody Has Ever Asked About Young People’s Opinion, 2012
> Unicef, The State of the Worlds Children, 2016
https://www.unicef.org/publications/files/UNICEFSOWC_2016.pdf, page 51



Althoughthereis a significant difference between urban and rural youth, the commonpriority of
traditional values, family and religion are a connecting factor that can be built on to foster
understanding and commonidentity. However, there are differencesin the definitions of family and
its degree of influence. Urban youth put more emphasis on needsofself-fulfilment and self
actualization while in rural areas, family determines the gender roles (women tend to have a
traditional role).6 Womenin urbansettings have a better chance of being considered the breadwinner
within their family. For the majority of Kyrgyz, Uzbek, Tajik, Dungan youth, ethnicity andreligion
are the most important factors of their identity’. Therefore, commonreligion can also be seen as a
connectorto bringing youth from different backgrounds together.

After events of 2010 donors and organizations implemented a huge numberofreconciliation and
conflict mitigation projects, targeting youth, women,religiousleaders, etc.®. Youth is perceived both
as drivers of conflicts and agents of changesin these projects. As agents of changes, youth trained to
play active role of peacemakers; young boys andgirls participate.in process of conflict analysis,
developing and implementing action plans, in most casesat the local level. They gained knowledge
and skills to build peace based on their needs. However mostcritical recommendations came from
target groups, they expressed fatigue of participating in similar format trainings, roundtablesetc.
Most youth led actions respondto the needs of boys (building sport groundsto play football only for
boys) or someactions support gender gaps between girls and boys by divide them in genderroles, etc.
Young girls and boys, especially from urban areas feel limitation of ways to self-expression, they
need a freedom to speak about own concerns which can be different by expected ones. An analysis of
existing projects also show that youth need somepractical skills they can use in daily life.

International actors can influence local dynamics through funding someinitiatives rather than others,
or supporting someactors rather than others and therefore have the capacity to either reduce tensions

or aggravate them.

Furthermore, in the coming months, the following events should be monitored for risks of conflict

outbursts: upcoming elections in October 2017; renewed cross-border tensions based on delimitation
processes and accessto natural resources; possible political destabilization after elections as a result
of opposition activities.

To address someofthe issues mentioned above, Kyrgyzstan adopted a Peacebuilding Priority Plan
2013-2016, that amongst other things,calls for a strengthening of a commoncivic identity while
preserving cultural diversity. UN Kyrgyzstan is working on developing a new PeacebuildingPriority
Plan 2017-2010 referring to radicalization and marginalization of different social groups, including

youth.!° The project proposed by GPPAC and FTI will support the current peacebuilding plan in the
country by fostering tolerance and understanding between the different groups and providing
Kyrgyzstani youth from all backgrounds and genders with inter-cultural non-violent communication
skills and respect for diversity.

b) Rationale for this IRF:
This project seeks to tackle divides within and between communities from different social, ethnic and
gender backgrounds, the feeling of rural youth alienation from politics and society, youth exclusion
from decision-making processes, challenging people’s attitudes around gender norms andissues
pertaining to womenandgirls such as child marriage and kidnappings. The project will involve girls,
boys, women, men,from rural and urban (multi-ethnic) communities with the main actor being

 

® Gulnara Ibraeva, Anara Moldosheva and Anara Niyazova, 2011. Thematic research — Kyrgyzstan, World development
report 2012, Gender equality and Development http://siteresources.worldbank.org/INTWDR20 12/Resources/7778 105-
1299699968583/77862 1 0-132267177327 l/Ibraeva_Kyrgyz_case_study_final_Sept2011.pdf, 2015.
7GIZ, Youth in Kyrgyzstan: Bridging Modernity and Tradition, 2015 https:/Avww.giz.de/en/downloads/giz2015-en-youth-
in-kyrgyzstan.pdf

8 High Level Meeting of Donors in 2013 notedthat approximately 300 peacebuilding projects were
implemented after 2010 in Kyrgyzstan.
° Its outcome number3 states that “Policies, pilot initiatives and approaches are developed and implemented that enable the
further development of a commoncivic identity, multilingual education and respect for diversity and minority rights”.
10 Presentation to Joint Steering Committee on the new Peacebuilding Priority Plan, July 2017



changed and promoting the change within communities being the selected girls and boysthat will
play a leading role in the whole project. The diverse groupof children will be able to express their
views,either for girls to speak up in a patriarchal society or for marginalised girls and boys andtheir
communities (rural, minority ethnic groups) to feel more includedin politics and society.

While youth in Kyrgyzstan face considerable obstacles to achieving personal and public success,it is
important to hear what they themselves think oftheir situation, the problems they face as young
people from a particular background or as young women in Kyrgyzstan. This will be donevia the
production ofshort films, a process which will be led by the youth every step of the way. The
innovative methodology of participatory videos, a form ofparticipatory media in which a group
producestheir ownfilm in collaboration with their peers, communities andlocal policy makers.It is
about bringing people together to explore social issues and voice concerns. By working with 14-18
years olds young Kyrgyzstani from diverse backgrounds,the project seeks to empoweryouthto act as
agents of changein their communities and families to increase interactions and foster understanding
towards the “other”.

The project will focus on the connectors that link diverse groups together, to focus on the
commonalities, while respecting the diversities. It will encourage policy makers at local, national and
international level to include youth and youth’s voices in their decisions and decision-making
processes. The project will pay particular attention to intersectionality: gender, youth, social-
economic backgroundsetc. The project will seek to empower youth by making them aware of
international frameworksin place to support youth and womenparticipation and empowerment in
society in politics (UNSCR1325 and UNSCR 2250for instance). Through a continued collaboration
with the Ministry of Education, FTI will seek to work alongside schools and teachersas allies for
change and to ensure sustainability of the project. The project will complement current peacebuilding
efforts made by the Kyrgyzstani Ministry of Education, local leaders, other civil society organisations
(international and local), UN agencies and other donors.

The added value of the proposed project to ongoing projects is its innovative approach to engage
meaningfully with youth, to change their relations with “the other” and themselves, to gain insights
on gender norms, and finally to represent themselves through their own voice before policy makers.
The use ofsocial media will produce ripple effects and project products will go beyond the youth and
communities that are directly involved in the activities. A lot of youth participate in roundtables,
trainings, camps andit can be difficult to engage meaningfully with youth while transferring skills
that they will be able to use for their future employability. Participatory videos provide one of the
highest forms of youth participation and at the same time provide video-making skills, social media
advocacyskills alongside self-confidence, self-awareness and the inter-ethnic communicationsskills.

The timeis relevant for the implementation of this project as youth constitutes a large part of the
society in Kyrgyzstan, and a divide is growing between youth from different backgrounds (ethnic,
religious, social, etc.), gender normsare shifting (gender roles are getting moretraditional,
conservative and religious perspectives which lead womenandgirls into cognitive dissonance), and
GPPACand FTI’s project proposal will capture these developments and seek to bring together
different groups by focusing on celebrating the differences while embracing common Kyrgyzstani
values, including gender equality andgirls rights. This project will also seek to empower youth to
realise their potential to contribute to policy making, to make them feel includedin these processes
and by the policy makers by amplifying their voice to local, national and international policy arenas
thus promoting youth inclusionin politics.

PBFis the right mechanism to fundthis project, as it aligns with GPPAC’s approachto peacebuilding
and conflict prevention, it promotes local ownership by bothlocal civil society and the government, a
crucial partnership for change to be sustainable and innovative approaches that might not be fundable
by other donors. Furthermore, the meta monitoring of all YPI PBF projects across the world will help
showcasesthe tangible results of implementation ofUNSCR 2250 and conflict prevention, an
important step for convincing others to invest in such efforts, which will also contribute to GPPAC’s



efforts to put prevention and peacebuilding on the top of the agenda. This proposed project can
support this effort as it has strong potential for showing concrete results of the peacebuilding work.

The project uses several tools to ensure catalytic effects of outcomes. In order to reach as widely as
possible throughoutthe country, the project covers four oblasts geographically covering both
Northern and Southern regions. By targeting 16 schools total, 128 Kyrgyzstani girls and boyswill
directly be involved in the project and through the Participatory Video (PV) method’s feedback loops
with other students in their schoolit will reach at least 500 girls and boys. Up to 128 families will be
engaged throughtheparticipation of their child and multi-ethnic communities will be brought
together in the feedback sessions with youth for the showingoftheir films. Social media will play a
big role in catalytic effects, using languages spoken by all ethnic groups in Kyrgyzstan the social
media campaigns led by youth with support from project staff will reach out to youth around the
country. Finally, GPPAC being a network ofcivil society organisations around the world will useits
network structures to disseminate the results and methodology used in the PBF project. FTI and
GPPACwill donate the video equipment to the schoolsat the end ofthe project and FTI will train
several teachers in the PV methodologyto facilitate replication and sustainability of the action
beyond the 18 monthsofthe project- thus the catalyzing effect will remain. FTI’s experience with
previousinteractive youth led project shows that trained youth and teachers leads to them becoming
experts and professionals to their peers and their skills are offered to schools, local and international
NGOs,local authorities, etc.

Currently, UNPFA, UNICEF, UNDP and UNODCare implementing a project “Women andgirls as
drivers for peace and prevention radicalization” in Kyrgyzstan. FTI is a partner of the project
component lead by UNFPA.Thereis also cross-border Kyrgyzstan-Tajikistan project supported by
PBFalso. In cases, where our proposed project matches with the cross-borderproject, it will
synergies efforts. Other peacebuilding projects are implemented by Search for Common Ground
(YP), Saferworld, International Alert and other INGOs. At the beginning ofthe project, FTI will
organize meetings with the existing projects to make sure that there is no duplication andto find
pools to collaborate. It is expected that new PPP for 2017-2020 will be launched in 2018 and the
project will synergize with them too.

IL. Objectives of PBF support and proposed implementation
a) Project outcomes, theory of change, activities, targets and sequencing:

Outcome 1: Kyrgyzstanigirls and boys from different backgrounds are empowered to formulate
common messages to decision.makers in their local constituencies, on the national level and
internationallevel, in order to maketheir vision of a peaceful future heard in policy making decisions.
Outcome2: Kyrgyzstani girls and boys from different backgrounds are empoweredto create spaces
for dialogue and reconciliation within and among their communities and peers to improvetheir
understanding and attitude towards the “other” and develop new insights on gender normsandissues.

THEORY OF CHANGE(ToC)The following paragraph describes the main assumptionsthat will
lead to youth empowerment. The meaning of empowermentused here for outcome | refers to “power
with” (empoweredto take collective decisions) and “power to” (empowered to act for change) and for
outcome2 it refers to ‘power with’ (empoweredto take collective decisions) and ‘power within’
(empowered by self-confidence and self-awareness).
e Power “with”: By bringing together youth from different backgrounds and genders to co-produce

short videos in a participatory manner, by having to democratically reach decisions together on
the roles of each, and topics of the films, their understanding for the other will increase, they will
be aware of and be morelikely to understand and acceptthe diversity of perspectives within their
group.

e Power “within”: By being the decision makers in the whole production and social media
disseminationstrategies of the film, young girls and boys from all backgroundswill gainself-
confidence, self-awareness and ability to work with others across ethnic, gender and social

divides.



e Power“to”: By being aware ofthe possibilities for including youth voices in local, national and
international, by developing capacities in social media advocacy and peacebuilding, younggirls
and boys from all backgroundswill realise that they can effect change. Assuming youthis
empoweredby their participation in the project activities these are the following
assumptions linked to the outcomes:
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Activities contributing to both outcomes:

0.1 Gendersensitive conflict analysis (completed): The project will start with a gendersensitive
conflict analysis, facilitated by FTI and involving the participation of selected Kyrgyzstani youth
(ethnically, socially and gender diverse) and fellow peacebuilders. At least 40% ofthe participants
will be women/ girls and as much aspossible a diverse ethnic/ social background. This will raise
awarenessofthe diversity of perspectives of the conflict dynamics (including how gender influences
one's experience and responseto conflict) and its central actors and contribute to the baseline for
monitoring the results ofthe project. The conflict analysis will consist of a bigger group discussion in
Bishkek but also smaller focus groups with a selection of Kyrgyzstani girls on the one side and
Kyrgyzstani boys ofthe other- while taking into consideration intersectionality and geographic
location. This activity will inform the action’s conflict sensitivity approach and form the baseline

10

 



study based on which the consortium will be able to measure progress of the action. Once the conflict
analysis report is finalised it will also be an opportunity to add the baseline figures and update the
project logframe. Aspart ofthe conflict analysis activity, FTI will bring together INGOs and UN
agencies currently implementing peacebuilding projects to identify geographic and content overlap.

The project target oblasts were selected based ontheir history of conflict and potential to conflict.
GPPACandFTItogether with the Ministry of Education will select target communities in each
oblast, taking into accountthe criteria of multi-ethnicity, mono-ethnicity, rural and urbanity, degree
of segregation of‘the other’ etc. Target schools will be selected after the conflict analysis activity. A
detailed methodology of selection will be developed before the conflict analysis workshop and in
coordination with the Ministry of Education. Securing collaboration with the ministry will enable FTI
to engage with teachers and schools. Within each selected School FTI will select students that will
become agents of change. FTI will work closely with MENDoncriteria to select students to ensure
relevance to the project’s expected outcomes. Thecriteria will take into account gender, social
background, ethnic background, introvert/ extrovert students, where it will do no harm: the “spoiler”
students (bullies etc.).

The project will take measures in its activities and structures to ensure that all youth, whethergirl,
boy, from rural or urban and different ethnic groups will be able to take part fully in the activities.
Atthe very start of the project FTI will meet with administrators, school teachers and parents to
discusstheir child’s participation. Forgirls, gender considerations are mainstreaming throughoutthe
project to ensure that spaceis allocated to them and that staff is trained to underline gender issues.
Forrural children, the project will provide 4G internet modemsandinternet costs for the duration of
the project'’ and the use of programmes such as frontlineSMS to engage with youth andtheir families
via SMSfor social media campaigns and project related communications!*. For different ethnic
groups: Uzbek and Kyrgyz understand each other, Dungan and Kyrgyz will use Russian languageto
speak to each other. Here the choice ofthe staff that will work in each Oblast will take into account
the languages they speak.

0.2 Building capacity oflocal trainers on participatory video (PV) (completed) Experts from GPPAC
memberin Palestine MEND (Middle Eastern Nonviolence and Democracy) and an expert, key
initiator ofthe PV methodologywill train the team of FTI staff that is to coordinate and implement
the participatory video methodology in each oblast. MEND Executive Chair is also a Gender Focal
Point for GPPAC,her involvementalso enables gendersensitivity to be mainstreamed in thetraining.
The training oftrainers will last 6 daysin total. Three days ofintensive training and then twotothree
days of mentoring during first pilot session with youth. Thetraining will start with a showing ofPV
videos produced by MEND participants in Palestine and a presentation of what they achieved with
these videos. The project staff of FTI will present to MEND the context and main results from the
conflict analysis with in order to tailor the PV methodology to Kyrgyzstan, under the guidanceofthe
PV expert. MEND hashad very successful experiences of using the PV methodology with womenin
villages in Palestine, having reached community transformation around gender normsand also
personal transformation ofthe participants. Powerful examples of videos can be foundin the
footnote!’,

0.3 Social media outreach campaigns (training in social media, lobby and advocacy conducted,
information about the project disseminated locally and internationally;it is planned additionally to
disseminate videos in local mainstream media (television)) The youth who have beentrained in
advocacy and lobbying (at least 40% girls) will use their newly formed skills to advocate for the
vision of their group. They will be deeply involved in the campaignstrategies and will be broughtto
 

"' The Ministry of Education wants to provide internet to every school in Kyrgyzstan. We will discuss
with the ministry of education to continue providing internet after the duration of the project.
12 FrontlineSMSis a messaging platform that supports your communication needs. Do the simple,
powerful, complex & bespoke in oneplatform; our target groups (families and youth) would
subscribeto groups to receivealerts and information within the group.
8 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nHs3otiFHfA andhttps://www.youtube.com/watch?v=81pcETnésxI

11



lead in the development of media messages. The films produced by their fellow students will be
disseminated by them through a social media campaign and discussions. The production of
Participatory Video (PV), and youth-led social media campaigns will enable the project to reach out
to youth of different backgrounds and gender from across Kyrgyzstan and even beyond. The social
media strategy will take into account and useall minority languages in Kyrgyzstan in order to reach
out as many people as possible. Based on MEND’s previous experience with these types of
campaigns and use of social media, the actions’ ripple effects and products will go beyond the youth
and communities that are directly involved in the activities. Media campaigns will be launched
nationally and internationally around a selection of the following opportunities (but not limited to)
based on youth’ interests and opportunities: UNSCR 1325 anniversary, 16 Days of Activism Against
Gender-Based Violence Campaign, UNSCR 2250, Commission on the Status of Women,
International Day of Peace, International Day of NonViolence, International Youth Day and
International Women's Day. Other outreach opportunities through for example exhibitions, or movie
festivals will also be sought actively by both FTI and GPPAC teams. This activity will particularly be
targeting policy makers onall levels, peers of the students in their schools, within and beyond their
Oblasts.

In order to achieve a wider impact in Kyrgyzstan and abroad, GPPAC and FTIwill seek collaboration
and synergies with other youth/ women’s organisationsthat are also working on social media
campaigns. Furthermore, both GPPAC and FTI will seek opportunities to collaborate in general with
film festivals’, local exhibitions and other events to present some ofthe films produced by youth.

Additionally to social media, the project will be promoted via mainstream media in Kyrgyzstan
(mostly on television), based on the recommendations of the feedback sessions.

OUTCOME1:Kyrgyzstanigirls and boys from different backgrounds are empowered to

formulate common messagesto decision makersin their local constituencies, on the national

level and internationallevel in order to maketheir vision of a peaceful future heard in policy

making decisions.

1.1 Capacity building ofyouth: peacebuilding, video making, and social media advocacy (completed)
FTI and GPPAC will strengthen the capacity of a total of 96-128 Kyrgyzstani youth on
peacebuilding, participatory video production and social media advocacy. We will strive to have the
following composition: 40% girls, 50% rural, 50% urban, include in the selection criteria inclusion of

minority ethnic group (in Osh it will be possible for one of the four schools to be an Uzbek taught
school).

The whole group will receive a basic training in peacebuilding (including gender awareness), on
topics that will be defined after the conflict analysis has been carried out to ensure alignment of needs
and interests of youth to the specific topics. Then, the group will be divided based on skills and
interests: half will train in the PV methodology while the other half will receive social media
advocacy training. The focus ofthe training on social media advocacy will be on the know-howto
reach out to local, national or international decision makers — specifically through media work - and
to better understand how different actors interact at these different levels. Both groupsofstudents will
discuss together the power these videos can have to engage with policy makers and youth from other
regions via social media and feedback sessions. This process is very empowering and has high
potential for transforming individuals. As a result of the capacity building in participatory video (PV)
methodology, youth will produce their own short films (max 2-3min) in small groups via this method
focusing on issues that they agree are relevantto girls and boys. A maximum of twoshort films per
group will be produced per group, and a maximum of 32 short films for the whole project.

The process that leads to the production of the films is as important as the outputs, if not more. The
filming production creates ownership and has the potential to develop relationships across

 

4 Films festivals in Kyrgyzstan organised by different organisations in the regionsrelated to celebrating of
HumanRights Day on December10, Day of Peace, Day of Tolerance, 16 days Companies against to gender
based violence.
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generations, ethnic groups, gender and politics. While film can be an excellent way to express and
convey views in any situation, all too often films are made by “outsiders”, with their own ideas on
how the film should be angled and focussed. PV films are at every stage of the process led and
created by the youth whose views are expressed, thus creating a sense of empowerment. During the

developmentof the film story board, the mixed youth groups will be discussing issues on which they
might have very different views (such as gender norms, family, work), they will agree on some things
and disagree on others. Risks of friction and further increase in the divide between the different
groups will be mitigated by FTI’s careful facilitation of the discussions to ensure respect, tolerance
and understanding. The participatory process is also key to catalysing peace. The playback processes
develop relationships within and across communities, and help to mediate exchange with leaders.
They will explore how to address the barriers to change in situ, and instigate on-going exchange
horizontally across communities and vertically to leaders. By regularly engaging with their
communities and political leaders through their media work, the youth will become agents of change
within those communities.

In order to measure the results of the capacity building on the children, once the groups have been
defined, the project staff will stimulate the children to think about their expectations in taking part in
the activities, what do they want to gain and what does empowerment makefeel to them. This way,in
participatory manner, FTI and GPPACwill develop a gender and context sensitive scale which will
enable us to understand the impact of the project on youth empowermentand transformation (on an
individual and grouplevel).

To encourage young Kyrgyzstanis to take part in the proposed project, and to ensure that they remain
engaged for the implementation, FTI and GPPACwill select students from the 9" and 10" grade and
present the project as an opportunity to build skills of young participants, in peacebuilding, social
media and video making. FTI and GPPACwill create a competition whereby the communities and
youth peers will vote on the videos that resonate the most with them. The “best” videos selected by
the communities and peers will be presented during a national engagement in Bishkek and an
international engagement in New York where feedback from the policymakers will be captured on
camera and playedto the children in Kyrgyzstan (see activity 2.1.1).

Through this process, students will acquire skills in peacebuilding, advocacy, and intercultural
communications but also become more aware of “the other” and more self-awareness. Students will
have to work together, make decisions democratically together for the story focus and roles, they will
take turns being in front of and behind of the camera.

Finally, FTI will train a.selection of teachers based on interest and commitment of schools in the
method of participatory video. GPPAC and FTI will donate some of the video equipment to these
schools and reinforce the sustainability of our action beyond the project period.

1.2 Dialogue andfeedback loops with local decision makers (completed)
The dialogue with local leaders and decision makers takes place during the feedback sessions with the
communities, see activity 2.2 for more detail. The students (at least 40% girls) will use the first
version of their film as a tool to engage with and capture the reaction of - during screening sessions
the community and local leaders/ decision makers. During these sessions, students will gather
feedback from these actors and have the opportunity to modify the film to incorporate the input.
Local politicians and decision makers will be more aware of the perspectives of young constituents
(including perspectives from girls, boys from different ethnic groups and social backgrounds), which
may lead to them to changes towards more inclusivity in their local processes/ policies. This activity
will also contribute to building trust between local politicians, youth and the community.

1.3 Engagementwith national decision makers (completed)
Through a final screening of the selected films in Bishkek, with national policy makers and
Kyrgyzstani youth, leaders and decision makers will be made more aware of the visions, needs and
suggested solutions of Kyrgyzstani youth for a peaceful future. The group of girls ‘who met in each
Oblasts (see activity 2.2) will be given a special time slot during this event to speak up and voicetheir
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issues in a format that makes them feel safe. FTI will work with the Ministry of Education on
developing the agenda to national decision-makers. It will be based on National Youth Policy 2016-
2020. Analysis of annual work plans by the State Agency for Youth, Physical Culture and Sports
reveals the gap in comprehensive addressing of youth needs as the State Agency focused mainly on
sports and physical culture development. It is expected that voices of boys and girls brought by
project will lead to the process of critical change of the Annual Frameworks of responsible bodies.
Based on the youth videos and discussions around them, GPPAC and FTI will develop analytical
notes to the Government of Kyrgyz Republic with recommendation on empowering youth, revising
existed action plans related to youth, gender issues based on the concerns of youth (National Youth
Policy, Action Plans on implementation of Conception for national unity and interethnic relations,
etc.). The project will collaborate with the National Institute of Strategic Researches of Kyrgyz
Republic which collects youth expressions and voices about different topics related to them.

1.4 Engagement with International Policy Makers in New York and in Kyrgyzstan (UN agencies) (In
agreement with UN PBSO, the International Engagement has been conducted in the Netherlands and
in Brussels instead ofNew York (with participation of the National Project Manager, Peacebuilding
Fundin Kyrgyzstan)
This level of engagement will connect Kyrgyzstani youth to the broader international community
concerned with the conflict and will empower youth outside of their context and comfort zone. This
activity will support the implementation of the UN youth agenda to the national level through
engaging with Kyrgyzstani youth. With 47% of Kyrgyzstani’s population under the age of 25,it is
crucial that youth perspectives on the resolution of the conflict are heard in relevant international
arenas and contribute to UNSCR 2250, particularly relating to participation, prevention and
partnerships. GPPAC and FTI will bring Kyrgyzstani youth voices to UN policy arena in New York
and in Kyrgyzstan (through engaging with UN agenciesat different stages of the project), connecting
to UNSCR 2250 and UNSCR 1325. Project staff together with youth will identify key messages in
the youth’sfilms for international engagement purposes.

GPPAC and FTI will draft a practical toolkit on using the PV methodology for peacebuilding,
highlighting gender and conflict sensitivities considerations, this toolkit will be written in English
initially, and translated in Russian for the training of teachers at the end of the project. GPPAC and
FTI will share these insights and good practices from the use of the PV methodology as a way to
engage with youth from different backgrounds and gender in Kyrgyzstan with relevant actors in New
York through the GPPAC/QUNO/UN DPA co-facilitated CSO-UN Prevention Platform. This would
create awareness and share the realities of working with young women and men in a country like
Kyrgyzstan.

The project team decided to use an opportunity of developing the toolkit for the broader reflection on
the lessons learned from using the participatory video methodology in peacebuilding, based not only
on the experience of the GPPAC and FTIin this particular-project, but also the experience of MEND
in the other projects for which they used the participatory video methodology.

 

Through the international advocacy, GPPAC and FTI will strive to push for continued policy and
financial support for Youth Peace and Security initiatives. GPPAC will coordinate these activities
with its memberthe United Network of Young Peacebuilders (UNOY), as they are deeply involved in
the 2250 agenda in NY, as co-chairs of the inter-agency working group on 2250 and seek
collaboration of the PBSO in New York to maximise synergies. GPPAC every year takes part in the
1325 week. In 2019, the GPPAC delegation will present the videos that pertain directly to women’s
issues and record the reactions of certain policy makers to bring back to Kyrgyzstan.

OUTCOME2: Kyrgyzstani girls and boys from different backgrounds are empowered

to create spaces for dialogue and reconciliation within and among their communities

and peers to improve their understanding and attitude towards the “other” and develop
new insights on gender normsandissues.

2.1 Data collecting: perception survey (completed)
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A perception survey will be carried out at the beginning andat end of the project with students,
parents and communities (at least 1000 participants from the communities where the project will take
place ensuring that there is a diversity of respondents in terms of gender, social background and
ethnicity). The conflict analysis study at the beginning of the project will enable the project team to

detail the survey questions. The types of questions asked will be about their values andidentity as a
woman, man, Tajik, Kyrgyz, rural or urban resident, their perception on local and national policy
making, questions about gender and youth issues etc. Some questions will be only available for youth
to fill in, others only for‘men andfinally womentofill out. The data collection will be done through
quantitative method (form with relevant questions) and data disaggregated by gender, age, ethnicity
etc.

2.2 Feedback loops: engaging with key stakeholders (the exchanges have taken place and will
continue in September).
Engaging with key stakeholders through meetings with 1) their peers in their school and in other
involved schoolsin their Oblast, 2) their own community 3) local community/ leaders in order for the
students to showtheirfilmsfo elicit and incorporate feedback.

Feedback sessions will be organised between each PV group within each Oblast(at least 4 regional
meetings). As mentioned above in each Oblast there will be two rural schools selected, one city and
one town school. This will enable exchanges between girls and boys from rural/ urban areas, and
different ethnic groups. In addition, there will be a separate opportunity for all girls involved in the
project to meet with each other in each Oblast to ensure sufficient space is given for discussions and
filming on girls’ issues.

These activities will contribute to fostering mutual understanding by communicating across divides,
thus bringing competing narratives together into a shared story. Within a community setting,
participatory videos can help communities understand their social reality. The students will use the
first version of their film as a tool to engage with and capture the reaction of - during screening
sessions - their peers, and in a second stage with their community and local leaders/ decision makers.
During these sessions, students will gather feedback from these actors and have the opportunity to
modify the film to incorporate the input. This method of including a wider group in the creation of
film’s storyboard is a very powerful empathy builder and can help bridge the divide between diverse
groups and generations. The editing of the videos is an important process, as it will help incorporate
the feedback from the above-describedinteractions. It can be done either with just the small PV group
or in the presence of the entire local group or in two stages with first the small group and then the
larger group participating in this important part of the process. Once groups are satisfied with the
editing of their films, they will share them with their peers in order to get as strong and as widely
diverse voice of youth as possible via social media. The youth will film their meetings with their
peers and communities and if there is input that the group considers should be included in their
original film, then they will decide how to include it. MEND staff expert in PV methodology will
follow up by Skype, to monitor the groups’ progress and to help with the feedback and amendment
processes- and with a particular focus on gender.

Feedback loops with the families and communities participating in the project will be ongoing
throughoutthe project to ensure communities stay abreast of the developments ofthe project, and can
provide their comments at any time. Methodsused will be: in person meetings with stakeholdersat
local level, showings of videosofthe latest feedback sessions and through SMS.Theproject will
explore the methodof frontlineSMSto send directly alerts about dates of the feedback sessions, alerts
on the progressofthe projectetc.

In September 2019, after the start of the new school year, the project team in cooperation with the
targeted schools and project participants who expressed strong willingness to continue the project
until and beyond UNPBF's support, will additionally engage with the targeted communities in order
to:
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e Help young people with sharing their experiences gained over the summerin course of the

national and international feedback sessions and transforming them into action in the local
communities;

e Help young people at the initial stages of the new PV training cycle - for ensuring the
sustainability ofthe project as in Septemberthe project participants plan to start working with
younger children on PV methodology. Sustainability has been an important aspect of the
project at all its stages, and special attentionis paid to it at this stage as well.

 

 

 

 

 

b) Budget:
Table 2: Project Activity Budget*

Outcome Output name Output budget Amount UN budget category (see Any
/Output by RO allocated to table below forlist of remarks

number Gender categories) (e.g. on
Equality and types of
Women’s inputs
Empowerment provided or

budget
justification)

Outputs contributing to both outcomes

0,1 Conflict $38 595,00 $38 595,00 1.Staff and other personnel
analysis (12,875)
document 2. supplies, commodities,

materials (150)
4. contractual services (2,000)
5. Travel (16140)
7. General Operating and
other Direct Costs (7430)

0,2 PV $54 485,00 $27 242,50 1. Staff and other personnel
methodology (23,625)
Training of 5. Travel (13,540)
trainers 4. Contractual services

(13,900)
7. General Operating and
other Direct Costs (3,420)

0,3 Social media $62 940,00 $31 470,00 1. Staff and other personnel
outreach (51,500)
campaigns 5. Travel (1,440)    7. General Operating and

other Direct Costs (10,000)  
 

Outcome 1: Kyrgyzstani girls and boys from different backgrounds are empowered to formulate common
messagesto decision makers in their local constituencies, on the national level and international messages,in
order to maketheir vision of a peaceful future heard in policy making decisions.
 

  1,1 Youth capacity $112 060,00 $84 045,00 1. Staff and other personnel
building in (37,500)
peacebuilding, 3. Equipment, Vehicles and
participatory Furniture. (55,520)
video and 4. Contractual services
social media (17,600)
advocacy 5. Travel (1,440)

1.2.1 Feedbackloops
with local

decision
makers     See output

2.2
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1.2.2 Feedback loops $24 940,00 $18 705,00 1. Staff and other personnel
with national (7,500)
decision 5. Travel (12540)
makers 7. General Operating and

other Direct Costs (4,900)

1.233 Feedback loops $53 690,00 $42 952,00 1. Staff and other personnel
with
international

decision

makers    
(32,250)
5. Travel (16440)
7. General Operating and
otherDirect Costs (5,000)  
 

Outcome 2: Kyrgyzstani girls and boys from different backgrounds create spaces for dialogue and reconciliation
within and among their communities to improve their understanding and attitude towards the "other" and develop
new insights on gender norms.
 

 

 

 

 

 

       

2,1 Feedback $48 380,00 $33 866,00 1. Staff and other personnel
sessions with (22,500)

peers within 5. Travel (11,440)
each oblast 7. General Operating and

other Direct Costs (13,000)

2,2 Feedback $29 240,00 $17 544,00 1. Staff and other personnel During same
sessions with (15,000) activity as
communities 5. Travel (1440) output 1.2.14

, 7. General Operating and
other Direct Costs (12800)

2,3 Training of $12 780,00 $7 668,00 1. Staff and other personnel
trainers of (7,500)
Teachers 5. Travel (1440)

7. General Operating and
other Direct Costs (3840)

Other costs

M&E,financial $99 437,13 $99 437,13 1. Staff and other personnel Both internal
audit (47,250) and external

4. Contractual Services M&E costs,
(41,000) and external
7. General Operating and audit costs.
other Direct Costs (11,187.13)

Indirect support $62 458.59 8. Indirect support costs
costs

Total $599 005.72 $401 524,63

* In line with the PBF Guidelines 2018, the UN PBF was notified about the updated budget
by activity in the annual report in November 2018. The changesin the budgetdid notaffect
the total budget of any outcome by more than 15%; the changes did not affect the overall
results of the project nor the totals of the UN budget categories.

The updated budgetbyactivity submitted in the annual report in November 2018:
 

     
  

Budget b Percent of budget for
oly Ber by each output reserved

Outcome/ Outcome/ output/ activity recipient for di ;
i ae or direct action on

Output number formulation: organization in lity Gj
USD gender eqaulity (if

any):

Outputs
contributing to
both outcomes:

0.1 Conflict analysis 35259 100%
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document

0.2 PV methodology 59338 50%
Training of trainers

0.3 Social media outreach 61940 50%
campaigns

OUTCOME1:

Youth capacity building

Output 1.1: fa peanetantidig, 138830 15%
participatory video and
social media advocacy

Output 1.2:

Activity 1.22: Peedlbaak loops with 21740 15%
national decision makers

Feedback loops with
Activity 1.2.3: international decision 41500 80%

makers

TOTAL BUDGET FOR OUTCOME1: 280339

OUTCOME2:

: Feedback sessions with ¥s
Output 2.1: peers within each oblast 22595 Ts

Ontput 2a! Feedbackscssions with 21600 60%
communities

Output 2.3: Taming oftrainers for 5380 60%
eachers

TOTAL BUDGET FOR OUTCOME 2: 158084

Project M&E budget 98125 | 100%
SUB-TOTAL PROJECT BUDGET: 536547

Indirect support costs: 62459

TOTAL PROJECT BUDGET: 599005.7

Table 3: Project budget by UN categories

PBF PROJECT GPPAC

Amount Recipient Organization GPPAC TOTAL

Tranche1 Tranche 2 Tranche 3

CATEGORIES 35 % 35% 30%
$37 625,00 $37 625,00 $32 250,00 $ 116,700.00 Staff

related to the project
1. Staff and other (see visual onstaff
personnel below

2. Supplies, $0,00 $0,00 $0,00
Commodities,

Materials 0    
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3. Equipment,
Vehicles, and
Furniture (including

 

 

 

 

 

 

      
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Depreciation) 0

$21 350,00 $21 350,00 $18 300,00 $ 58,000.00
Translation costs
Trainers Fees

4. Contractual External evaluation
services Fee

5. Travel $7 875,00 $7 875,00 $6 750,00 $ 19,500.00

6. Transfers and $124,501.45 $124,501.45 $106,715.53 $355,718.43
Grants to
Counterparts

$4 585,00 $4 585,00 $3 930,00 $ 9,900.00

7. General Operating food, venues during
and other Direct events and meetings
Costs

Sub-Total Project $195,936.45 $195,936.45 $167,945.53 $559,818.43
Costs

8. Indirect Support $13,715.55 $13,715.55 $11,756.19 $39,187.29
Costs*

TOTAL $209,652.00 $209,652.00 $179,701.72 $599,005.72

PBF PROJECTFTI

AmountRecipient Organization FTI TOTAL
Tranche 1 Tranche 2 Tranche 3

CATEGORIES 35 % 35% 30%
$52,500.00 $52,500.00 $45,000.00 $ 152,547.00

Staff related to the
1. Staff and other project (see visual on
personnel staff below)

2. Supplies, $1,820.00 $1,820.00 $1,560.00 $5,200.00
Commodities,
Materials

3. Equipment, $19,432.00 $19,432.00 $16,656.00 $ 52,346.00
Vehicles, and Equipmentfor high
Furniture (including quality video making.
Depreciation)

$4,025.00 $4,025.00 $3,450.00 $ 16,000.00

Training for editing
videos
Translation/

4. Contractual interpretation costs/
services internet for schools

5. Travel $19,880.00 $19,880.00 $17,040.00 $ 53,427.13

6. Transfers and N/A
Grants to
Counterparts

7. General Operating $18,699.50 $18,699.50 $16,028.14 $53,427.13
and other Direct food, venues during
Costs events and meetings

Sub-Total Project $116,356.50 $116,356.50 $99,734.14 $332,447.13
Costs

8. Indirect Support $8,144.95 $8,144.95 $6,981.39 $23,271.30

Costs*

TOTAL $124,501.45 $124,501.45 $106,715.53 $355,718.43     
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* The rate shall not exceed 7% ofthe total ofcategories 1-7 and shouldfollow the rules and guidelines ofeach recipient
organization. Note that direct project implementation costs should be charged to the relevant budgetline, according to the
organization’s regulations, rules andprocedures.

c) Capacity of RO(s) and implementing partners:
GPPACworksonconflict prevention through promoting human security, local ownership, conflict
sensitivity and infrastructures for peace. It has very strong project management frameworks and
experience, currently it is the main coordinator for a European Union project with 10 Partners across
Europe and Yemen, Ukraine, Georgia and Mali. GPPACalso has sound planning, monitoring,

evaluation and learning approach.In this project, GPPAC will support FTI to reach out and link to
multilateral policy making processes, knowledge of international frameworks (UNSCRs 1325, 2250
and 2282 on sustaining peace) and how they can connect with and translate to the local level of work.
GPPAChasa strong link and current work on the United Nations Peacebuilding Architecture asits
initiative “together for a better peace”, aims to spread the knowledge about, support and contribute to
the work ofthe UN Peacebuilding Commission and to promote the inclusion of local CSOsin
countries ofPBC agenda and build capacity of CSOsto contribute to the PBC work. Through its
GPPACliaison officer in New York, GPPACco-facilitates with QUNO and the Department of
Political affairs a CSO-UN prevention platform, which will be a crucial platform for this project to
engage different UN agencies around the above-mentioned agendas. GPPACasa global network of
civil society organisations has experiencein facilitation of cross-regional exchanges betweenits
members. The Participatory Video method stems from an exchange between the members from
different regions (FTI and MEND)facilitated by GPPAC. FTI and GPPAChave been working
together since 2003, and someprevious results have included the contribution to infrastructures for
peace in Kyrgyzstan after inter-ethnic violence in 2010.

FTIis registered in Kyrgyzstan working on conflict prevention and transformation since 1998 andis

the regional secretariat for GPPAC in Central Asia. FTI’s mission is to make Central Asia a region of
peace, cooperation and development and aimsto do so by promoting peace and tolerance throughout
Central Asia by using non-violent prevention and resolution approaches on a national andlocal level.
FTI has regional branches in each of the proposed regions (Jalal Abad, Batken, Osh and Chui) with
staff who have the knowledge and competences to support project’s local coordinators. This
geographical spread, and the decentralised approach of the project will ensure that FTI is able to
absorb financially (see figures in table 4 below) and activity/ content this PBF project. The
organization has strong connections with the governmentbodies at national, regional and locallevels,
local self-governmental bodies, schools, community based organizations, informal leaders, including

religious to assist youth to promote their voices. FTI also has a strong experience ofjoint
implementation with UN agencies in Kyrgyzstan, currently it is implementing different projects
working with youth supported by UNICEF, DRL, DFID,etc. FTI was a partner of a number ofUN
Agencies in implementation of Peacebuilding Priority Plan 2013-2016 and it knowsthe existing and
on-going peacebuilding projects, their approaches, locations, etc. FTI together with Saferworld
implements project Ambassadors of Youth and Democracy supported by European Union in 2017-
2020. The project supports a movement away from extremist discourse and behaviour, by developing
ethnically diverse youth into grass-roots activists and leaders, and supporting constructive
cooperation between them, their communities, local authorities and security providers. The results,
lessons learned, recommendation, best practices and other findings of this project will be used in the
PBFproject implemented by GPPACand FTI. FTI will collaborate and coordinate its projects at local
and national levels to increase efficiency of the projects and their positive impacts.

Table 4: Overview of RO funding in the country

 

 

RO 1: NAME Key Source of Funding Annual Regular Annual

(government, donor Budget in $ emergency

etc) budget(e.g. CAP)

Previous Foundation for UNDP, INL, UNICEF, 5057955 N/A

calendar year Tolerance International USAID, DRL, Embassy of

Switzerland,

Current Foundation for UNDP, INL, UNICEF, DRL, 548777S N/A

calendar year Tolerance International Embassy of Switzerland,
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UNFPA, PeaceNexus

Foundation, UNODC
 

 

 

Previous GPPAC EU Commission, Dutch 4,224,860 S N/A

Calendar year MFA,Austrian

Development Agency,

Current GPPAC EU Commission, Dutch 2,546,664 S N/A

Calendar year   MFA, German MFA,Sida     
Aspart of the review process the following documents, which PBSOhasalready

received, will be considered:

- Annualreport of the Recipient Organization;

- Audited Financial Statementsfor the last three years;

- Proofof previous funding by the UN,the PBF, orany ofthe contributors to the PBF;

- A letter from RO’s external auditorstating that the RO has the requisite financial systems,

internal controls and capacity to manage project funds. At the time of submission, the auditor

must also provide membership ofa national or regional audit association;

- Beregistered as a non-profit, tax exempt organization (in both, the country where

headquarteris located and in country of implementation):

> Expiration date ofin country registration'>: not applicablepp

a. Management and coordination

a) Project management:

Steering Committee (GPPAC & FT|)

| Project Management

GPPAC

Coordinator 

| M&E manager

 

  

  

:
|| FT| Manager

 

  
FTI Local

      

| FT local FTI Local FTi Local
' Coordinator Coordinator- Coordinatar- Coordinator-
, -Cchui Batken Jalal-Abad Osh

|
| =e
| | Supported by 8 FTl staff In each region for PV training
 

 

| Wieuiaiean |
 

GPPAC
Communications

team  

FTI

social media

assistant
 

 
Financial & Admin

officers
 

Financial manager I Financial officer |
 

A Project Steering Group composed of GPPACand FTI will maintain constant oversight ofthe
project and monitorthe internal outcome evaluation/action research to keep the action on track andto
be ready to address any adaptations that might becomenecessary in the eventof risks. MEND

 

'S In case ofregistration expiring during the implementation ofthe project, renewed registration needs to be
submitted for full transfer of funding.
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Executive Chair will be invited via skype and in person (where possible) to attend these meetings in
order to guidethe participatory video process towards successful outcomes. As muchas possible, we

will seek gender balance in the project employment.

The design ofthis team has been thoughtthrough together with PV experts to ensure good
management and smooth implementation of the project. GPPAC will recruit one project coordinator
for this project and FTI will recruit one main managerfor the project whoserole will be to coordinate
the four newly recruited local coordinators based in FTI offices in Osh, Batken, Chui and Jalal-Abad.
The GPPACproject coordinator (part time, 60%) will be to lead the M&E ofthe project in
coordination with the FTI manager, including the building of capacity of FTI staff in Outcome
Harvesting, they will also be in charge of the international componentofthe project including support
on social media dissemination. There are risks associated to bringing together children from different
backgrounds and genderto discuss sensitive issues, there could befriction and further increase of the
divide, the project could increase lack of confidence and reinforce insecurities of different groups. To
mitigate these risks, it is important that the PV processis facilitated by a sufficient amount of well
trained staff able to both facilitate the process, and handle the video equipment. PV experts highly
recommend3 staff members per group of children to reducethe risks mentioned. The FTI local
coordinators will be supported by two FTI staff in each of the regional offices described above, their
role will be particularly focused on the PV training.It is essential that the groups of children are
supported adequately by the local coordinator and two FTI staff who can train youth, oversee the
whole decision-making process and video production and editing, one staff will have the role of
taking notes on dynamics and interactions of youth, roles each assumes, and also how articulate they
are. This will be crucial information to measureresults of the project. This will contribute to the
sustainability of the project, as eight FTI permanentstaff will receive the training in PV methodology.
Also, FTI will hire a social media assistant to support the youth led social media campaigns and
regularly analyse the project’s social media engagements with youth and other relevantactors (in
support of the monitoring of a broader impact beyond the project’s direct participants).

GPPACand FTIwill enter a teaming agreement, which will cover internal and interim financial and
narrative reporting to GPPACas the Recipient Organization. Every 3 months, FTI’s manager and
GPPAC’sproject coordinator will work together on an internal progress report comprised of financial
and narrative updates and be accompanied by supporting documents (such as photos, receipts, PPT
presentations etc.) and submit these to the Project Steering Committee. The key findings will be
written in Russian and translated in English for the purpose of keeping the project website up to date
in two languages, which will also support the social media campaigning on the internationallevel,
and feedback loops with communities and families.

b) Funds disbursement:

 

 

 

 

 

Percentage Triggers

Tranche | 35% e Formal approval ofthe project

e Expenditure of at least 75% ofthe first tranche
Tranche 2 35% e On-time submission of a semi-annual or annual

report

e Expenditure of at least 75% ofthe second tranche

Tranche 3 30% e On-time submissions of semi-annual, annual and  final reports
 

c) Risk management:

Table 5 — Risk managementmatrix
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  ofthe divide within the mixed
groups of children.    

Risks to the achievement of PBF Likelihood Severity of Mitigating Strategy (and Person/Unit
outcomes of risk impact responsible)

occurrence (high,
(high, medium,

medium, low)
low)

The main risk is the potential of low Medium The project will permanently monitor the
destabilization in sometarget situation and will develop an action plan for
communities, which have conflict crisis situations, which will allow to mitigate
potential (i.e. those who might have possible risks
cross-border conflicts, mining
conflicts, conflicts related to access

to natural resources). Some ofthese,

such as a sudden emergence of
community violence, majorterrorist
attacks that trigger emergency
measures or (violent) political
changesat national level, cannot be
influenced or mitigated by GPPAC
and FTI directly.

-| Another risk is a legislative Medium Medium FTI will keep close cooperation with local
initiative of some political parties self-governmental bodies and the Ministry of
aimed to control and restrain NGOs Education; this will allow FTI to continue

and civil society organization activities without disadvantaging the project
activities. If such an initiative is in case ofarising negative conditions for
successful, it would have a negative civil society organizations
impact on the project.

Upcomingpresidential election in Low Low To mitigate this, FTI will continue working
October 2017, expect to have tense with local authorities, which are more stable

elections, there are some (due to the fact that elections at local level
confrontation between politics and were hold in Spring 2017)
possible impact on restriction of
civil society space

hs bigyact will be Leaders . MOM ine GPPACand FTI are aware ofthe sensitivity
against the background ofincreasing ; . . i
Toad a sutrounding questions of religious

divisions between secular, religious, 5 dicalisati d
ethnic groups, changing social ee onananon aa

: : marginalisation. To avoid doing harm or
norms and growing popularity of bei ved biased in an
nationalistic ideas. te PeBS DearS te RB

activities and dialogues will be organised
taking into account the wider context,
participants prior knowledge, background
and perspective on the topics to be
discussed, and the role they play in their
communities. In planning and designing
activities, GPPAC and FTI will work closely
with the target groups to identify possible
risks to the successful implementation or the
safety of participants with a view to agreeing
preventive and mitigating measures. (Low)

Risks of friction and further increase Medium high
The number of staff in place to follow each
group is key: both to ensure conflict and
gender sensitivity of the project and to
ensure capacity to facilitate the discussions
while handling the equipment. The target
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group being children below 18, from groups
that are divided, FTI’s careful facilitation of

the discussions to ensure respect, tolerance
and understanding    

d) Monitoring & evaluation:

The consortium partners will use outcome-harvesting methodology to monitor and evaluate the

action. Starting in 2009, GPPAC developed planning, monitoring and evaluation cycles based on the
outcomeharvesting methodology. It focuses on the changes occurred in behaviour(relationships,
interactions and oractions) of the actors the programmetries to influence. It recognizes that changeis
complex (multiple actors and factors), continuous (not limited to the life of the project), non-linear
(change does not happen consistently and predictably), beyond the control ofthe project (but subject
to its influence). It’s recognisesthat a project is both an “agent of change” and subject “to change”.
GPPACand FTI will measure the results of the project based on outcomeharvesting, and measure the
changes in behaviour of targeted actors. GPPAC will build FTI staff capacity in outcome harvesting.
Data for both boys and girls, women and menalike will be disaggregated by age, ethnicity and
community consistently throughout this project.

Every 3 months, FTI’s manager and GPPAC’sproject coordinator will submit internal progress
reports to the Project Steering Committee, which will reflect on progress of the outputs towards
achieving the expected outcomesincluding a reflection on gendersensitivity and decide on the need
to adapt the activities if needed to new situations. These regular reflections will include MEND
Executive Chair for guidance. The GPPACproject coordinator will communicate with PBF on behalf
of the Project Steering Committee. There will be a mid-term review halfway through the project to
monitor progress and good implementation ofthe methodology. GPPAC and FTI will bring together
a group of girls and boys and teachers from each Oblast who have taken part in the project to evaluate
progress and milestones. The midterm review will also include several interviews with parents about
howtheirattitude might have changed towardstheir child (particularly forgirls).

There will be a baseline and endline analysis to measure the results of the project. GPPAC and FTI
will work closely together to ensure sound M&E and Learning of the project. The following
opportunities will serve as a baseline study:
1) Gendersensitive conflict analysis meeting at the beginning of the project with selected youth.
Mapping of key players (actors) in their lives that should be involved in the project. See activity 0.1
page 8.

2) Baseline quantitative perception survey at the start of the project with selected youth and
communities that will be giving feedback. Within each targeted oblast the project will select five
schools, four in which the project will be implemented and one school which will be the control
group where the project will not be implemented but baseline and endline surveys will be carried out
in order to compare with project schools.
3) Documentation of interactions within the small youth groups, their positions and opinions, and
their relationships with key actors from the beginning and will monitor and report how these progress.

The end internal end of project evaluation includes:
1) An endline perception quantitative survey at the end of the project with selected youth and
communities that will be giving feedback and an analysis to compareit to the baseline survey.
2) A selection of girls and boys (70%girls and 30% boys, up to 30%% minority ethnic group) will be
involved in the evaluation of the project by filming members of their community, their family and
local leaders in their group or individually about the project using the most significant change
methodology.
3) Comparison ofthe documentation on how the youth from different ethnic groups, social
background and gender interacted with each other and with key actors, and analysis ofthe extent to
which their positions and opinions have changed.
GPPACwill commission an external evaluation at the end ofthe project.
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Finally, after each main project activity (capacity building, feedback sessions etc.) evaluation forms
will be handed out to measure the changeofattitudesetc.

Budget breakdown for M&E:

- Baseline and endline survey: 3,200 dollars
- Internal Midterm review: 4,000 dollars to bring focus groups of Kyrgyzstani boys andgirls

and teachers from different backgrounds in each Oblast, organise focus groups with some
parents ‘

- External Evaluation of the project'® + financial audit: 30,000 dollars.
- Evaluation film produced by youth!” : 3,000 euros

e) Administrative arrangements (This section uses standard wording — please do not
remove)

Accountability, transparency and reporting of the Recipient:

The Recipient Organization will assume full programmatic and financial accountability for
the funds disbursed to them by the Administrative Agent. Such funds will be administered by
each recipient in accordance with its own regulations, rules, directives and procedures.

The Recipient shall have full responsibility for ensuring that the Activity is implemented in
accordance with the fully signed Project Document;

In the event of a financial review, audit or evaluation recommended by PBSO,the cost of

such activity should be includedin the project budget;

Ensure professional managementofthe Activity, including performance monitoring and
reporting activities in accordance with PBSO guidelines.

Compliance with the Financing Agreement as per Annex C andrelevant applicable clauses in
the Fund MOU.

Reporting:
Each Receipt will provide the Administrative Agent and the PBSO (for narrative reports
only) with:

e Bi-annual progress reports to be provide nolater than 15 July;

e Annual and final narrative reports, to be provided nolater than three months (31
March)after the end ofthe calendar year; Annualfinancial statements as of 31
December with respect to the funds disbursed to it from the PBF, to be provided no
later than four months (30 April) after the end of the calendar year;

e Certified final financial statements after the completion ofthe activities in the
approved programmatic document, to be provided nolater than six months (30 June)
ofthe year following the completion ofthe activities.

e Unspent Balanceat the closure of the project would have to been refunded and a
notification sent to the Administrative Agent, no later than three months (31 March)
ofthe year following the completion ofthe activities.

 

16 including involvementofthe evaluation (if funds permit) at the mid-term review.

'7 Using the “mostsignificant” change method, selected youth will interview each other, their family, friends and community leaders to
inquire about the mostsignificant change the project brought.
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Ownership of Equipment, Supplies and Other Property

Matters relating to the transfer of ownership by the Recipient Organization shall be
determined in accordance with applicable policies and procedures defined by the PBSO.

Public Disclosure.
The PBSO and Administrative Agent will ensure that operationsofthe PBF are publicly
disclosed on the PBF website (http://unpbf.org) and the Administrative Agent website
(http:www.mptf.undp.org)
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Annex A: Project Summary (to be submitted as a word document to MPTF-Office)

 

United Nations
Peacebuilding

Peacebuilding Fund

-PEACEBUILDING FUND
PROJECT SUMMARY

 

Project Number & Title:
PBF/ Cameras in hand: transformation and empowerment of Kyrgyzstanigirls
and boys.
 

Recipient Organization:
The Global Partnership for the Prevention ofArmed Conflict
 

Implementing

 

 

 

Partner(s): Foundation for Tolerance International

Location: Kyrgyzstan (Jalal-Abad, Batken, Chui and Osh)

Approved Project $599,005.72
Budget:

a Planned Start Date: Ist January 2018 Planned Completion: 30 June 2019
Duration:

  

 
Project Description:

 

The project will focus on empowering Kyrgyzstani youth from different
ethnic, gender and social backgroundsin the regions of Osh, Jalal-Abad,

Chui and Batken to have a voice heard in local, national and international

policy levels and to act as agents of change within their communities to
foster understanding about the ‘other’ and bring new insights to gender
roles, norms and issues. To the reach these objectives and results, the

participatory video (PV) methodology will be the foundation ofthe
project. It will involve small groups of diverse preselected students that
will steer a process of video production and screening sessions to capture
the reaction of their communities/ other communities and youth from
other regions. This process can be very empowering as it requires youth
to reach decisions (on the film topics and approach) through democratic
discussions within a strong group dynamic where they havebuilt uptrust
and taken turns in a variety ofdifferent roles (the one whoacts, or films
or edits etc.), all within a relatively strict structure that obliges them also
to listen and become more aware of others while building their own self-
awareness. This methodology can be a highly effective tool to bridge
social, gender and ethnic divides and to engage and mobilise marginalised
people.It also provides for a space to reflect on gender stereotypes and
issues affecting women in Kyrgyzstan (early marriage, bride abduction
etc.). The participative part of the methodology requires students to show
their films to elicit and incorporate feedback by engaging with key
stakeholders thereby creating a space for dialogue for them. Key
stakeholders are 1) their peers 2) their community 3) local leaders and
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decision makers. This will contribute to fostering mutual understanding
by communicating across divides, thus bringing competing narratives

together into a shared story. Participatory videos can help communities
understand their social reality and gain new insights, particularly on ‘the
other’ and on gender. Local communities and politicians will vote on the
films they can relate to the most. FTI and GPPAC will disseminate the

selected films during policy events at the local (schools and
communities), national (policy makers in Bishkek linked to youth policy)
and international level (UNSCR 1325 and/or UNSCR 2250 and sharing
lessons learnt with PBF and other UN actors). These engagements have

for objective for youth to feel included and heard in policymaking
processesthat affect them. 

PBF Focus Area: Promote coexistence and peaceful resolution of conflicts

 

Project Outcome:

Outcome1: Kyrgyzstani girls and boys from different backgrounds are
empowered to formulate common messagesto decision makersin their local
constituencies, on the national level and international level, in order to make

their vision of a peaceful future heard in policy making decisions.

Outcome 2: Kyrgyzstani girls and boys from different backgrounds and
empowered to create spaces for dialogue and reconciliation within and among
their communities and peers to improve their understanding and attitude towards
the “other” and develop new insights on gender norms andissues.

 

 Key Project Activities:  
1- Youth led gender sensitive conflict analysis.
2- Community and youth perception surveys.

3- Training oftrainers on the participatory video methodology for project staff.
4. Capacity building for 96-128 Kyrgyzstani Youth in the participatory video
methodology, peacebuilding and social media advocacy (including the
production of videos).
5- Feedback loops and engagements with peers, communities and decision-
makers at the local level to incorporate these actors’ reactions to the films and
6- Advocacy engagements with national and international stakeholders for them
to hear and where possible include youth voices in their policies and policy
making processes.
7- Media outreach to support the advocacy activities towards communities and
policy makers (social media campaigns).
8- Teachertraining on PV methodology for them to be able to replicate in some
selected schools. 
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Annex B: IRF Results Framework
 

Country name: Kyrgyzstan
 

Project Effective Dates: 1 January 2018-30 June 2019
 

PBF Focus Area: Promote coexistence and peaceful resolution of conflicts
 

 

e IRF Theory of Change:

Power “with”: By bringing together youth from different backgrounds and gendersto co-produce short videos in a participatory manner, by having to democratically reach
decisions together on the roles of each, andtopics ofthe films, their understanding for the other will increase, they will be aware of and be morelikely to understand and accept
the diversity ofperspectives within their group.

Power “within”: By being the decision makers in the whole production and social media dissemination strategies ofthe film, young girls and boys from all backgroundswill
gain self-confidence, self-awareness and ability to work with others across ethnic, gender and social divides:

Power“to”: By being aware ofthe possibilities for including youth voicesin local, national and international, by developing capacities in social media advocacy and
peacebuilding, young girls and boys from all backgrounds will realise that they can effect change.

Outcome1:

- mobilising youth from different backgrounds around women’sissues and gender normsin a group setting with policy makers, will expose them to different views.
Youth will be morelikely to influence changein policy to include these positions or these actors.

- by providing a channel of communication between youth from diverse backgrounds and gender and local/national/international decision makers/leaders: youth will feel
more includedin politics and decision makers will appreciate the direct connection to youth and seriously consider their messagesascredible.

Outcome2:

- mobilising youth from different backgrounds around women’s issues and gender normswill expose communities and peersto different views. Youth as actors of
change will be more likely to influence changein behaviour on theseissues.

- ifcommunities from different backgrounds are given the opportunity to interact with each other more often then they will better understand and appreciate one another,
to see what they have in commonand improveattitudes towardsthe other.

See visuals on pages 8 and 9 for outcome | and outcome 2.

Outcomes C6 SiigsyTL Indicators Meansof na | Year2 | Milestones
Verification

                  

    

 

Outcome 1:

Kyrgyzstani girls

and boys from
different

Outcome Indicator 1 a: Young Kyrgyzstanigirls and
boys from different ethnic and social backgrounds
demonstrate knowledge and appreciation(attitude)
regarding concerns of “the other” despite their differences.

backeroundsare Baseline: 1“ report on dynamics and interactions of youth,
empowered to roles each assumes, and also how articulate they are. The
formulate common Uy conflict analysis will also set a baseline.

-Reports ofPV

training sessions by

FTI.
-final report
concluding on the
evolution of the
dynamics ofthe
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messages to
decision-makers in

their local

constituencies, on
the national level

and international
level, in order to
make their vision of

a peaceful future

heard in policy
making decisions.

Y
 

YY,

Dd

Target:

-90% groups join consensus on story boards and make
compromises for languages used and issues to focus on.

-90% youth participate actively and contribute to the
creation of the story board.

croup (include an

incidentlog).

 

OutcomeIndicator 1 b: Politicians on the local, national
and international level, show increased interest in what

youth has to say.

Baseline: to be definedin the conflict analysis activities.
Target:

-uptake of at least one recommendation formulated by

youth groups in the National Youth Policy action plan
- at least 50% of youth involved reports increased trust

towards local policy makers (disaggregated by gender,

age, ethnicity and community).
-Video feedback by at least 10 international policy makers

after a showing of youth produced filmsin at least 2
international policy events in New York/ Kyrgyzstan.

-Report of events on
local, national and

international events.

-Project’s YouTube,
Twitter and

Facebookpages.

-Feedback videos
-Conflict analysis

document.

 

Outcome I.c: Increased feeling of political inclusion from

girls and boys from different ethnic and social
backgrounds.

Baseline: initial conflict analysis showed feeling of
exclusion from politics particularly for rural and ethnic
minorities. Baseline survey will detail.
Target:

-For the 128-youth involved in the project: at least 70%
youth report feeling morepolitically included

(disaggregated by gender, age, ethnicity and community)
-At least 90% will report gaining more knowledge on
advocacy and practice in participatingin politics.

(disaggregated by gender, age, ethnicity and community)
-High social media activity from Kyrgyzstani youth inside
and outside the project scope. (see output 1.2.3)
- at least 300 youth outside the direct project scope

patticipate through social media activity (comment, posts,

-Baseline and

endline survey,
-Feedback sessions
reports

-PV reports
-Project’s YouTube,

Twitter and

Facebookpages.
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Yi
Output 1.1.
Youth

capacity built
in

peacebuilding,

participatory

video and
social media

advocacy.

 

retweet, likes etc.)- (disaggregated by gender,age,
ethnicity and community where possible)
 

Output Indicator 1.1.1

-Number of young Kyrgyzstanis (disaggregated by gender,

age, ethnicity and community) trained in peacebuilding,

PV and social media advocacy.
-Description ofreflections on how these skills have helped
them in gaining self-confidence, self-awareness.

-Numberofinitiatives (volunteering and social good) that
are started by youthafter this training.
Baseline: Activities have notstarted yet.
Target:

-up to 128 youth’s skills in peacebuilding, participatory
video and social media advocacy(at least 40% girls, 50%
rural and 30% minority ethnic group). Capacity building
will have provided the tools for youth to successfully

produce relevant videos by working across divides, and to
identify relevant messages to specific policy makers.

-Evaluation surveys
before/ after the
trainings,
-social media

progress reports,
participatory videos.

-Project’s YouTube,
Twitter and

Facebook pages.
-mid-term review

-final evaluation film

Month 2-3: Capacity

building in peacebuilding

(including gender) in 16

schools across 4 oblasts.

Month3: selection of up to
128 students to take part
in PV and social media

training (including

engagement with parents)

Month 4-5: PV and social

media training.

 

Output Indicator 1.1.2 Numberofyouth (disaggregated
by gender, age, ethnicity and community) involved in film
production and social media dissemination, number of
videos produced and subsequentincreased feelings of
inclusion and agency.
Baseline: activities not started yet.
Target:

-at least 32 videos produced youth (at least 40% girls, 50%
rural, and 30% minority ethnic groups).
-At least 2 social media outreach campaigns led by youth
(at least 40% girls, 50%rural, and 30% minority ethnic
groups).

-Reports of 70 % increased feelings of inclusion and
agency (disaggregated data show higher amongst
vulnerable groups).

- Reports ofPV

training sessions by
FTI,

-mid-term review

-perception surveys
based on the scale of
empowerment

(developed in a
participatory manner
at the beginning of
the project) filled in

by students (self-

assessment) and

teachers.

Month 4-5: Youth work

on their story boards for
the videos (simultaneous

to PV training).

Month 5-6: at least one

first draft ofthe video per

group is ready to present
to their peers.

Month: 7-14: up to 32
videos are produced.

  Output 1.2  Output Indicator 1.2.1- Engagement on locallevel:  - local reports ofthe           Month 9-10: 16 feedback
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Feedback loop

sessions with

local decision

makers and

national and

international
engagement

with policy

makers.

Number Kyrgyzstani youth (disaggregated by gender, age,

ethnicity and community) involved in person and digitally

in “number” of feedback sessions with local decision

makers. Number and description oflevel of policy makers
attending. Description ofthe level and meaningfulness of

youth engagements with policy makers.
Baseline: Activities have notstarted yet.

Target: 32 engagements with community and local

politicians. At least 50 policy makers and at least 128

young Kyrgyzstanis (at least 40% girls, 50% rural, and

30% minority ethnic groups). will attend the community

feedback sessions. To the extent possible, the policy

makers present will be those who have the powerto

initiate change within their constituencies. Youth
empowerment, leadership and playing active roles in

collecting feedback and discussions with their local policy

makers.

events,

-newsitems,

-list of participants,

-perception survey,

-Project’s YouTube,

Twitter and

Facebookpages.

sessions

Month 10-11: 16 feedback

sessions

 

Output Indicator 1.2.2- Engagement on National level.

Number Kyrgyzstani youth (disaggregated by gender, age,

ethnicity and community) involved in person and digitally

in “number”offeedback sessions with national decision

makers. Numberand description of level of policy makers
attending. Description ofthe level and meaningfulness of

youth engagements with policy makers.

Baseline: Activities have notstarted yet.

Target: At least twenty policy makers and up to 80

Kyrgyzstani youth from different backgrounds ((at least

40% girls, 50% rural, and 30% minority ethnic groups)
will attend. To the extent possible, the policy makers

present will be those who have the powerto initiate

change within their constituencies. Youth plays active

roles in discussions with the policy makers and high level

of engagement by youth on social media.

Reports of the

national event, news
items, press articles,

media coverage,list

of participants.
Project’s YouTube,
Twitter and
Facebook pages.

Month 16: identification
of messagesto national
policy makers.

Month 17: National

engagement event

  OutputIndicator 1.2.3 — Engagement on International  reports ofthe
national event,          Month 14: preparation of
 

level. Number Kyreyzstani youth (disaggregated by
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gender, age, ethnicity and community) involved in person
and digitally in “number” of feedback sessions with
international decision makers. Numberand description of
level of policy makersattending. Descriptionofthe level
and meaningfulness of youth engagements with policy
makers.
Baseline: Activities have not started yet.
Target: There will be at least one event to gather a
selection of youth and teachers with international decision
makers to present videos. Atleast fifteen international
policy makers and at least 3 Kyrgyzstani youth (ethnic,
gender, and social background considerations, but also
motivation and skill) To the extent possible, the policy
makers present will be those who have the powerto
initiate change within their constituencies. Description of
the event will show youth playingactive roles in
discussions with the policy makers and highlevel of
engagement by youth on social media.

videos of reactions
of international
policy makers, news
items, press articles,

media coverage,list
ofparticipants.
Project’s YouTube,
Twitter and
Facebookpages.

trip to New York through
engagements with UN
offices in Kyrgyzstan.

Month 14: identification
of key messages.

Month 15-16:

International engagement
ofyouth

 

 
Output 1.3:

Social media

outreach
campaigns.

Output Indicator 1.2.3 Numberofsocial media
campaigns around youth’s short films, numberofsocial
media messages and responses generated, and description
of reactions (breakdown oftypes of actors) on social
media.

Baseline: The campaigns have not begun.
Target:
-Atleast two social media campaignsin the project period.
-At least 1,000 messages and responses generated on
social media.
-Reactions (retweets, likes comments) show engagement
of youth and policy makers.

Project’s YouTube,
Twitter and
Facebook pages.

Month 6-12: 1 social
campaign andat leastS00
messages and responses
generated (tweets,
retweets, comments and

likes).

Month 12-18: 1 social
campaign andat least 500
messages and responses
generated

  Outcome2:Kyrgyzstanigirls
and boys from
different

    

 Outcome Indicator 2a: Youth and communities from
different gender, ethnic and social backgrounds
demonstrate knowledge and appreciation (attitude)
regarding concerns andinterests of “the other” despite  Project’s YouTube,

Twitter and
Facebookpages.
-baseline and endline           
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backgrounds are
empowered to

create spaces for

dialogue and
reconciliation

within and among

their communities

and peers to

improvetheir

understanding and

attitude towards the

“other” and develop
new insights on

gender norms and
issues.

 

their differences.

Baseline: | st report on dynamics andinteractions of
youth, roles each assumes, and also how articulate they
are. The conflict analysis will also help to set a baseline.
Discussions with teachers once students are selected will

complementthe baseline.

Target:

-At least 80% of youth invoived in the project (either

directly or through feedback sessions) and 65% ofthe

communities participating will report increased knowledge

regarding concerns and issues of “the other”.

- inter-ethnic members of the communities will continue to

interact after the feedback sessions.

- at least 55% of the communities participating will keep

engaged in the second roundof feedback sessions.

- High social media engagement and discussions shows a

broader impactofthe project.

survey,

-midterm review

report (parents’

interviews)

-evaluation of
community and peer

feedback sessions,

- reports of

community and peer

feedback sessions

-list of participants.

 

M
A
K

OutcomeIndicator 2 b
Youth peers and communities demonstrate intake ofnew

insights regarding girls concerns and gender perspectives.

Baseline: no activity yet.

Target:

- increased %ofparents that state that girls should pursue

school, be able to earn money and have a career.

- increased % of girls that they feel more control over their

life decisions.
- Increased % of youth groups (disaggregated) that report

having changed their opinion on gender norms.

- Numberofpositive/ negative (description) feedback

from different groups (disaggregated by gender, age,

ethnicity and community) on the videosthat relate to
gender norms andgirls’ issues.  

-Reports of each PV

-Feedback sessions

will be filmed by

youth,
-Perception survey,

interviews with
families and teachers

(midterm review),

-final evaluation

videos of family and
communities by

youth,

-Project’s YouTube,

Twitter and

Facebook pages.

-Scale will be
created to provide

benchmark to
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Output 2.1:
feedback

sessions with

classmates

and youth

from other

Schools.

 
 

measure where the
communities are in
relation to where
they began.

Surveys.
 

} Outcome Indicator2.c: Young Kyrgyzstani
(disaggregated by gender, age, ethnicity and community)
gain self-confidence and self-awareness to work together
as actors of change in their communities.
Baseline: Activity not started yet.
Target:

-At least 80% of youth, involved report gaining self-
confidence, description of what self-confidence meansto
them.
- At least 80% of youth, involved report gaining self-
confidence, description of what self-awareness means to
them.
-at least 40% of Youth speak up during the feedback
sessions with policy makers to share their opinion.
- reports of increased learning on how to work
collaboratively as a team.

-Reports on

interactions between
youth
-Empowerment

survey.

-Project’s YouTube,
Twitter and
Facebook pages.
-midterm review,
-final evaluation
-reports of feedback

session events.

 

 

Output indicator 2.1.1: Numberoffeedback sessions
with girls only within each Oblast and numberoffilms per
Oblast relating to girls’ issues from different backgrounds
and ethnic grounds.
Baseline: The activities have not started.
Target:
-at least one feedback session in each Oblastfor girls and
boys,
-Younggirls will be empowered, show leadership and play
active roles in collecting feedback and discussions with
their peers.
-Description of interactions online and offline (reactions
(retweets, likes comments) will also show a better
understanding andattitude towards the other and have  

-Reports of meetings

between thegirls,
story boards and
films produced,
-Project’s YouTube,
Twitter and
Facebook pages.
~evaluation of
meetings          

Month 5-7: First drafts of

the story boards.

Month 7-10: 2"! draft of
the story boards

Month 10-14: Final draft

ofstory board (with all
feedback included).
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developed new insights on gender norms andissues.
 

Output Indicator 2.1.2: Number of feedback sessions

with peers and description of reaction ofpeers to the

showingofthe short videos. Description of social media

reactions from youth.
Baseline; Theactivities have notstarted.

Target:

-at least one feedback session in each Oblastfor girls and
boys,
-Youth will be empowered, show leadership and play

active roles in collecting feedback and discussions with

their peers.

-Description of interactions online and offline (reactions

(retweets, likes comments) will also show a better

understanding and attitude towards the other and have
developed new insights on gender norms and issues.

Reports and films of

feedback sessions,

social mediaactivity

(YouTube, Facebook

and twitter),

comparison between

the before and after

feedback from peers.

Month 5-13: 4 feedback

session betweengirls
within each oblast

Month 5-13: 4 Feedback

session between youth

within each oblast.

 

 
Output 2.2

Participatory
feedback loop

sessions with
communities.

Outputindicator 2.2.1
-Numberoffeedback sessions with communities.

-Description ofthe reactions of the communities to the
showingofthe videos.
- Numberofsocial initiatives that arise from the

community meetings.

Baseline: 0. Reaction of communities will be captured by

filming ofthe feedback sessions.
Target:

-There will be at least 2 feedback sessions for each school
-Youth will be empowered, show leadership and play

active roles in collecting feedback and discussions with

their communities.

-Communities will have gained more understanding
towards different groups and gain new insights on
peacebuilding andgender perspectives.

Reports and films of
feedback sessions,

social media activity
comparison between

the before and after

feedback from
communities.

Project’s YouTube,

Twitter and
Facebook pages.

Month 5-13: 32 Feedback

sessions with

communities.

 

Output Indicator 2.2.2: Description offilms which the
communities voted (disaggregated by gender, age,

ethnicity and community) that will reach national and

Voting ballots, films.          Month 15: voting on
which videos will be

presented at the national
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international policy makers.
Baseline: conflict analysis, baseline survey will be used
Target: it will be about determining the change of
perception of the community on different groups and on
peacebuilding and genderperspectives.           

and international events.
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